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How to Stick With Your New Year’s Resolution
How to Break a Bad Habit, and Develop Good Habits

So how will you stick with your New Year’s resolution and adopt
new positive habits, while breaking old bad habits?
Mindfulness
Step one is understanding what your habits are and why you
have them. It’s really understanding how these habits came into
your life and what you’re doing to keep them or to stop them.

Harness the Power of Habits
As we welcome in 2020, many of us made resolutions. Yours may
be to get healthy and fit, to read more, to be more mindful, to
enhance your vocabulary, to do one nice deed a day, or perhaps
something else. These resolutions will require you to evaluate
your current habits, and decide which you want to keep, which
you want to end, and which new ones you’d like to adopt.

New Year, New Habits

Habits are a learned behavior. One of the most basic evolutionary
learning processes is positive and negative reinforcement.
Take food for example. We see a cookie and it looks good. Our
brain is focused on the calories and survival that food provides.
So, we eat the food, it tastes good and we feel good. Our brain
then teaches us that if we see food, we should eat the food and
then we will feel good. This basic pattern can also be broken
down into trigger (see food), behavior (eat food), and reward
(feel good).
Let’s take this one step further – we remember that food makes
us feel good so next time we’re sad, or stressed, our brain
suggests that we eat food, so we feel better. We quickly learn
that if we eat something like cookies when we’re feeling bad, our
mood can quickly improve. Now the trigger has changed from
“see food” to “feel bad” and the pattern becomes feel bad, eat
food, feel good. And voila – we just developed the bad habit of
emotional eating.

Strategy
You need a plan to help you reach your goals. Give yourself
structure and a timeline. Decide how you will reward yourself
for hitting milestones and how you will deal with slip-ups. If
emotional eating is your bad habit, perhaps you want to decide,
in advance, what you can do next time you feel bad, that doesn’t
involve cookies.
Accountability
Why do we have such a hard time breaking a promise to someone
else, but we break promises to ourselves all the time? If you tell a
client or friend that you will meet them for coffee, you wouldn’t
imagine standing them up and breaking that promise. But when
you tell yourself you won’t eat a cookie next time you’re stressed
out, it’s a very easy promise to break.
Discipline
Set iPhone reminders, block time off in your calendar and force
yourself to be disciplined. To make something a habit, you must
get used to doing it on a regular basis. It cannot be random or
sporadic. Schedule the gym into your calendar and treat it like
every other appointment that you can’t miss.
Time
Eating one healthy meal or going to the gym one time will not
suddenly make you more fit. Give yourself time and understand
that you are only human. You are bound to slip-up and the road
may not be smooth. It’s okay! Habits take time and patience.
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Do you Need
Disability
Insurance?

What will you do if you, or
your spouse, were unable to
work?
Many people assume that an event that causes
disability won’t happen to them. But what
would happen if you, or your spouse, were
unable to work? Would you be able to pay your
bills each month if you had no income?
According to the Social Security Administration,
1 in 4 of today’s 20-year-olds will become
disabled before they retire. Think you’re at a job
that wouldn’t cause you to become disabled?
Typically, the reason that people can’t work
is due to an unexpected illness, rather than
injuries.
Below are some common questions to help you
understand disability insurance.

Jan. 23, 2020 - Upcoming
Event!
Don Hoffman is presenting:
Opportunities Often
Overlooked by Business
Owners at The Maryland
Construction Network.
Tickets avialble online.

What’s the difference between short and
long-term disability?
Policies vary, but in general short-term
disability covers around 6 months or less.
Long-term disability is designed to protect
again catastrophic illness or injury that
ends the person’s ability to work. Longterm policies will typically pick up after a
short-term policy ends.
How much disability insurance do I need?
In general, it is recommended that
disability insurance cover at least 60
percent of your income. Calculate what
your monthly expenses are and how much
income you would need to cover them.

Dec. 2019 - The Prosperity
Consulting Group delivered
donations from our holiday
drive to House of Ruth.

Nov. 2019 - Lauren Rebbel
was published in the BBJ:
Are you overpaying for your
company’s 401(k) plan?

be paid (long vs. short-term disability
insurance).

What is disability insurance?
Disability insurance is income protection that
covers a percentage of your salary, should
you have a disability that prevents you from
doing the regular duties associated with your
occupation.
Isn’t disability insurance covered by my
employer?
Most employers offer some type of disability
insurance, but it may not be enough. Check
to see exactly what your disability benefits
are, how long your waiting period is to begin
to collect benefits, and how long benefits will

Does Social Security cover disability?
It depends. Social Security will pay
disability benefits if you meet their
definition of disability, which is different
than other programs. Social Security pays
only for total disability, partial disability is
not allowed. Also, you must have earned
enough Social Security work credits to
qualify, and the amount that is paid out is
typically not enough to cover the average
person’s expenses.
Is disability insurance expensive?
Disability insurance can be tailored to
fit different needs and budgets and is
relatively inexpensive when you consider
that it’s protecting your most valuable
asset, your income!
Having a disability insurance policy
in place will help you maintain your
current lifestyle and give you peace of
mind. Contact me, to further explain how
disability insurance can protect you and
your options.
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